Open letter regarding teaching in the Mathematics Department

Wed, Dec 17, 2014 at 10:51 AM

To: Alexander Coward <coward@math.berkeley.edu>
Cc: Arthur Oguis <oguis@math.berkeley.edu>, "Douglas S. Clark" <cocldean@berkeley.edu>, faculty@math.berkeley.edu, Mark Richards <mark_richards@berkeley.edu>, David Hult <dhult@berkeley.edu>, "Michel S. Laguerre" <michel.laguerre@berkeley.edu>, Georjana Barnes <gbarnes@berkeley.edu>, Kevin Healy <kehealy@berkeley.edu>, "Romero, Rachel" <rachel_romero@berkeley.edu>, Carla Hesse <chesse@berkeley.edu>, "S. Shankar Sastry" <sastry@coe.berkeley.edu>, "Mallari, Will" <wmallari@berkeley.edu>, "Anthony J. Cascardi" <anthony_cascardi@ls.berkeley.edu>, president@ucop.edu, Imke de Pater <imke@astro.berkeley.edu>, Tsu-Jae King Liu <king@eecs.berkeley.edu>, Cara Stanley <cara@berkeley.edu>, Samer Madanat <chair@ce.berkeley.edu>, Judith Warren Little <jlittle@berkeley.edu>, Phil Kaminsky <kaminsky@berkeley.edu>, Michael Nylan <mnylan@berkeley.edu>, Stanley Brandes <brandes@berkeley.edu>, Steve Boggs <boggs@berkeley.edu>, Hans Sluga <sluga@berkeley.edu>, Robert Jacobsen <jacobsen@berkeley.edu>, John McKee <johnmckee@berkeley.edu>, Scott Saul <ssaul@berkeley.edu>, David Dornfeld <dornfeld@berkeley.edu>, "Catherine P. Koshland" <ckosh@berkeley.edu>, Marc Davis <mdavis@berkeley.edu>, Neil Gilbert <ngilbert@berkeley.edu>, Claude Steele <anniev@berkeley.edu>, Yoko Hasegawa <yoko@berkeley.edu>, Mark Asta <mdasta@berkeley.edu>, Christopher McKee <cmckee@berkeley.edu>, Kim Shelton <sheltonk@berkeley.edu>, Derek Van Rheenen <dvr@berkeley.edu>, Chancellor Departmental <chancellor@berkeley.edu>, "G. Steven Martin" <gsm@berkeley.edu>

Dear All

My complete lack of qualification on these matters places me in a unique position to comment.
(I have missed most department meetings over the past two years, due to the scheduling of my teaching, and can plead ignorance of the matters mentioned in the original message).

First, I am mortified to hear, as I am sure my colleagues are, that work-related issues in the department have led one of my colleagues to a serious personal crisis. I wish Alex all the best.

Second, I would suggest that the problems listed in Alex's messages are not the root of the matter; instead, this is the teaching workload in mathematics, which has become unsustainable.

This is not due to an increase in nominal teaching load, but to a gradual increase in student expectations and the continuous withdrawal of staff and secondary support.

Quickly, I can list

* the reduction in real FTEs in the department (leading to chronic over-teaching)
* managing a small army of GSIs without assistance from a head GSI;
* creating and maintaining websites for the class, on complex and ever-changing platforms, without any real computer support;
* providing feedback to students without the benefit of homework grading (quite scandalous indeed);
* handling strikes by GSIs (who are overtaxed in their turn);
* managing differing and ever-more complex examination demands for increasing numbers of special needs students;
* increased class sizes in upper division;

Faculty find different coping methods: early sabbaticals with partial support from elsewhere; fellowships for teaching relief; second jobs at institutions with lower teaching, while dropping to part-time service in Berkeley; becoming chair, or one of the vice-chairs (with teaching replacement points); or simply, finding jobs elsewhere.

Lecturers have fewer options, and while debates on teaching methodology do add a complex layer to the work, the root problem
may be that the underlying task is becoming humanly impossible.

I can only hope these unfortunate development will catalyze a thorough review of teaching in the department, of the proper level of support needed to manage the task well, as well as the proper teaching methods that balance the means with the needs.

All the best
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Arthur Oqus <ogus@math.berkeley.edu>  
Wed, Dec 17, 2014 at 11:04 AM

Cc: Alexander Coward <coward@math.berkeley.edu>, "Douglas S. Clark" <cocdean@berkeley.edu>, faculty@math.berkeley.edu, Mark Richards <Mark_Richards@berkeley.edu>, David Hult <dhult@berkeley.edu>, "Michel S. Laguierre" <bcgil@berkeley.edu>, Georjana Barnes <gbarnes@berkeley.edu>, Kevin Healy <kehealy@berkeley.edu>, "Romero, Rachel" <rachel_romero@berkeley.edu>, Carla Hesse <chesse@berkeley.edu>, "S. Shankar Sastry" <sastry@coe.berkeley.edu>, William Mallary Mallari <wmallari@berkeley.edu>, "Anthony J. Cascardi" <anthony_cascardi@ils.berkeley.edu>, president@ucop.edu, Imke de Pater <imke@astro.berkeley.edu>, Tsu-Jae King Liu <tking@eecs.berkeley.edu>, Cara Stanley <arac@berkeley.edu>, Samer Madanat <chair@ce.berkeley.edu>, Judith Warren Little <jwlittle@berkeley.edu>, Phil Kaminsky <kaminsky@berkeley.edu>, Michael Nylan <mnylan@berkeley.edu>, Stanley Brandes <brandes@berkeley.edu>, Steve Boggs <boggs@berkeley.edu>, Hans Sluga <sluga@berkeley.edu>, Robert Jacobsen <jacobsen@berkeley.edu>, John McKee <johnmckee@berkeley.edu>, Scott Saul <ssaual@berkeley.edu>, David Dornfeld <dornfeld@berkeley.edu>, "Catherine P. Koshland" <ckosh@berkeley.edu>, Marc Davis <mdavis@berkeley.edu>, Neil Gilbert <ngilbert@berkeley.edu>, Claude Steele <anneyeh@berkeley.edu>, Yoko Hasegawa <hasegawa@berkeley.edu>, Mark Asta <mdasta@berkeley.edu>, Christopher McKee <cmcke@berkeley.edu>, Kim Shelton <sheltonk@berkeley.edu>, Derek Van Rheenen <dvr@berkeley.edu>, Chancellor Departmental <chancellor@berkeley.edu>, "G. Steven Martin" <gsm@berkeley.edu>

Dear [redacted]

Thank you for your very thoughtful and apt comments. We have in fact already formed a curriculum review committee, chaired by Craig Evans, to discuss this kind of issue thoroughly. I have encouraged them to focus not just on issues of course content requirements, but to the large issues of how we manage teaching in general.

Best regards,

Arthur

[Quoted text hidden]